Make Your Own
Mindful Music!
How to find and record sounds from your environment
How to create a composition in Garage Band
Submit Your Creation for Mindful Music Moments
Background Information

How to Create a Field
Recording with CSO Sound
Discoveries
Explore how music can be

Supplies:
Phone or recording device

found all around us and how to
gather these sounds to be used

Objective:

in your own inspired

Students will learn about creating sound samples
and composing based on musical ideas or

composition!

observations.

How to find and record your own sounds, USING THIS VIDEO
1. Consider and discuss what is meant by "music all around us" (0:13).
a. Examples given by Liz are windshield wipers and birdsongs. Composers
are inspired by these sometimes, like "The Cuckoo" from Carnival of the
Animals.
b. Listen to the excerpt and compare the cuckoo to the clarinet (1:55).
2. A Sound Sample is a digital representation of an analog sound, or a recording
of a live sound heard.
3. Students will collect sound samples and create a track in a digital program
like Garageband in this two part lesson. Discuss as a class how a creative
process for creating a track with sound samples would begin (3:00).
4. Many composers build their idea around one melody, listen to The Herbrides
Overture as an example of this (3:50).
5. For Ms. Liz's composition, she recorded the sound of the ocean and paired it
with a simple four-note melody (6:00). She also added a breathing rhythm
which would guide the listener in their own breathing.
a. Hear the parts of the track now (6:57) beginning with the four note melody
and adding in a unique sound for each of the notes (7:29).
b. Try following the breathing rhythm (8:01).
6. The next part of the lesson will go in depth on how to create a track like this
in Garageband. You can also use programs like Magix or Cakewalk, both of
which have free options (9:50).
7. Listen to a clip of Ms. Liz's track with the ocean sounds added in (10:22).

Submit your Field Recording by April 1, 2022 to be considered for
inclusion in the national Mindful Music playlist!

How to Create a Field
Recording with CSO Sound
Discoveries
Learn the specifics of layering
tracks that you've recorded
with one another in
Garageband.

Supplies:
DAW software (Garageband, Magix, Cakewalk)
Objective:
Students will learn about the specifics of creating
tracks with multiple components in a DAW (Digital
Audio Workstation) program.

How create your own composition, USING THIS VIDEO
1. Install and load your Digital Audio Workstation software — Ms. Liz is using
Garageband for the instructions below, but other programs will follow similar
steps.
2. Create a new project (ex. "songwriter" in Garageband) and import a chosen
recording by you (ex. Ms. Liz's windshield wiper recording). If possible, choose
tempo, key signature, and time signature (1:10).
3. You can drag tracks into your project and modify their length and placement
(2:5). You can add samples that are pre-loaded from the software to pair with
the track you have placed (4:40). If guiding a class in this, it would be good to
narrow the options to a few to select from. You can keep layering as many of
these samples as you want (8:40).
4. Many features such as volume can help you fad or highlight certain samples
(14:25).
5. When finished, save the track (as an audio file, mp3 or wav format) and
export. you can listen to Ms. Liz's finished windshield track here.
6. For an example of recording and converting video into audio format using
zamzar.com, follow Ms. Liz's instructions (21:20).
7. Enter your creation here to be considered for inclusion in the national Mindful
Music playlist for the 2021/22 school year! Additionally, your submission will
be shared in an app that can geo-locate where the Field Recording/New
Music was made. Deadline to enter is April 1, 2022.

Submit your Field Recording by April 1, 2022 to be considered for
inclusion in the national Mindful Music playlist!

New Music: Field Recordings
Cincinnati based artists Jennifer Howd and Ben Sloan
collaborated to create four new pieces from sounds recorded
at the Cincinnati Zoo & Botanical Garden and the Cincinnati
Bowyer Farm.
"Fiona's Lullaby” includes: water fountains, waterfalls,
insects, macaws, flamingos, macaws, ducks, general
ambient birds, birds in the zoo’s “bird house,” and gibbons
with the instruments: piano, cello, bells (all midi)
“A Peaceful Transition” includes: Eastern Cricket Frogs
and a variety of native Ohio wild birds and insects with the
instruments: double bass, bells, synth (all midi)

"A Morning Walk" includes: a variety of native Ohio wild
birds and insects with the instruments: cello, Violin, Double
Bass, Woodwinds, Pitched Piano, Shells, Xylophone,
Marimba, Jasno (think music box and celeste)
"A Train Ride, and a Memory" includes: zoo visitors, baby
strollers, insects, airplane, zoo train, penguins, general
ambient birds, birds in the zoo’s “bird house,” gibbons,
macaws, flamingos with the instruments: piano, Train Bell,
Birds, Distant Voices, Slowed and stretched piano, light
flute, reverb.

"The ebb and flow of the music, balanced
against the animals and voices created a
sense of shared space for me, and a
reminder to take it in whenever I can."
-Ben Sloan on "A Train Ride, and a Memory"

Check out these special videos that capture where sounds were captured.
*Trouble getting on our site? Watch these videos on YouTube.

New Music: Field Recordings
Cleveland based artist Christa Ebert, aka Uno Lady,
created a new piece of the sounds of Lake Erie and
the surrounding wild life.

"Erie Serenade" includes samples from five
different locations: wave sounds from Magee
Marsh and Edgewater Beach. Bird, bug, and
frog songs from Old Woman Creek, Rocky
River Reservation, and Columbia Station
Reservation. And the melody from Ebert's
vocals.

The percussion is made entirely of
environmental field recordings; the melody is
voice. All the vocals are my own. The natural
percussion was clipped to fit 79 bpm and
designed to be supportive of slow, steady
breathes. Once the background beat was
composed I meditated on what tone would fit
the emotions and intentions of the song and
started recording vocals.

"This project made me curious to hear the
sounds of old growth forests of the past. For
the project, I recorded and looped my vocals
in Logic Pro X, a music program that allows
me to record multiple vocal tracks.

Check out these special videos that capture where sounds were captured.
*Trouble getting on our site? Watch these videos on YouTube.

New Music: Field Recordings
Myrtle Beach based artist Liz Wu created a new piece
of music created from the sounds of the ocean.

"Ocean Cycle" includes the
gentle lullaby of the waves at
Myrtle Beach, SC. This piece
layers warm and expansive
synthesizer and piano sounds in
a way that mirrors the soothing
movement of the sea.

"Ocean Cycle" was composed around the repetitive nature of
the waves ... although they roll in constantly, there are small
variations each time. Similarly, the piece revolves around a
four chord cycle, but with new elements each time the cycle
repeats. Listeners are invited to observe new sounds as they
appear.

Listeners are encouraged
to imagine themselves on
the beach or floating in
the ocean, surrounded by
the sounds of the sea.

Check out these special videos that capture where sounds were captured.
*Trouble getting on our site? Watch these videos on YouTube.

Field Recordings is a project
for Mindful Music Moments.

This project was made possible by an Ohio
Arts Council ArtSTART grant.

Additional video and site support
comes from the Cincinnati Zoo &
Botanical Garden. Special thanks to
Pat Story, Cathy Crain and Brian Jorg
from the Zoo team.

Thanks to the CSO and their Sound
Discoveries program, and Liz Wu, for
their support.

For more information about Mindful Music and our special
commission projects, please visit us at
TheWell.World/mindful-music

